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ABSTRACT 

The present paper is a continuation of our previous work II J in which we developed an 
algorithm for automatic ranking of the individual feature importance for pattern recognition 
problems. Here we have e"tended the work by (i) evaluating the importance of any subset of 
features collectively (ii) providing an average fC41ture evaluation index considering all the 
classes aod (iii) comparing the results with those of statistical measures considering their 
variation with interest distance. 

Effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated on six-class, three-feature vowel data; 
four-class, five-feature consonant data; and three-class fifteen-feature mango leaf data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The present study is a continuation of our previous report [1] on fuzzy set 
theoretic measures for automatic feature evaluation. The tenns index of 
fuzziness, entropy, and 7f-ness, which give measures of fuzziness in a set, 
were used in [I] to define an index of feature evaluation in pattern recognition 
problems in tenns of their intraclass and interclass measures. These two types 
of measuremen15 were found to reflect the concepts of intraset and interset 
distances in classical set theory such that the index value decreases as the 
reliability of a feature in characterizing and discriminating different classes 
increases. The aJgorithms were implemented with success to solve a speech 
recognition problem where the features (fonnant and antifonnant frequencies) 
were ranked according to their individual importance (goodness) in charac
terizing and discriminating classes. Both standard and approximated versions 
of the S and ~ functions were considered in developing .the algorithms. 

• At present, Dr. Pal is with the NASA/Johnson Space Center, PT4/Software Technol
ogy Branch, Information Technology Division, Houston, Texas 77058. 
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The presem paper describes some funher developments and investigations 
of those algorithms along with an additional application on large dimensional 
data (large feature set). These developments include the following: 

a) Determination of the feature evaluation index (FE!) for a set of N, 
N ~ 2 features taken at a time out of Q. Q> N measurements on patterns. In 
other words, automatic determination' (without performing a recognition exper
iment) of the set o( N features that collectively will characterize and discrimi
nate best the different classes. Obviously. this collective importance has more 
significance in practice than the individual importance of features for recogniz
ing a pattern. 

Furthermore, since N = 1 corresponds to our previous work [I],. the 
investigation just mentioned can be treated as an extension leading to a 
generalized algorithm for FEL 

b) Determining average FE! of a set of features with respect to all the 
classes under consideration. Weighting coefficients proportional to the number 
of samples in a class have been introduced here in computing the average 
importance. 

c) Studying the variation of FE! with interset distance among classes. 
,,~~_\~~..mQ! Demonstrating the effectiveness of the generalized algorithm to three
:: ·..···:'·,·ctass, fifteen-feature mango leaf data; ten-class, three-feature vowel data; and 

four-elass, five-feature plosive consonant data. 
e) Comparison of the algorithm with other statistical separability measures, 

namely, divergence and JM distance [2]. 

In developing the generalized FEI algorithm, we considered standard 7r 

membership function in [Fl N [3] in measuring fuzziness in a set. Again, among 
the various aforementioned fuzzy measures, the entropy is only considered 
here as a typical 'example for illustrating the results. 

2. ENTROPY AND FEATURE EVALUATION INDEX 

Entropy of a fuzzy set A = {I-L A(X;) / Xi' i = 1,2, ... , n} is defined accord
ing to Deluca and Tennini [4] as 

(1) 

with 

Sn(I-LA(X j )) = -I-LA(xJIII/'.-\( xJ - (l-I-LA(x j )) (2) 

In (1- PA( r;)). 
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H ( A) is such that 

H( A) = O(min) for J.LA(X j ) = 0 or 1 for all i (3a) 

H(A)=l(max) forJ.LA(x j )=0.5 foralli. (3b) 

Therefore, H increases monotonically in the interval [0, 0.5] and decreases 
monotonically in [0.5, I] with a maximum of unity at J.L = 0.5. The similar 
propenies hold good for index of fuzziness [5], ~-ness [I] and index of 

crispness [6]. 
Let C 1 , C2 , ••• , Cj , .•• ,C be the m pattern classes in a Q dimensionalm 

(X .. X 2 , ••• ,X , •.•• X Q) feature space Ox' Also, let nj (j=1,2, ... ,m)q 

be the number of samples available from class Cj . The feature evaluation index 
for the qth feature computed with the 11" function (Section 3) is accordingly 
defined as in [1]. 

(4) 

j,k=I.2, ... ,m, j ;. A , q= 1,2, ... ,Q. 

Here, HQj and Hqk denote the intraset entropy for the classes Cj and Ck , 

respdctively, on the basis of the qth measu rement only. Similarly, H qjlc is the 
interset entropy between the classes CJ and Ck along the qth axis. H qj and 

decrease and H qjk increases (i.e., (FEI) q decreases) as the reliability H Qk 

(goodness) of the qth feature in characterizing and discriminating the jth and 
kth classes increases. The method for computing Equation (4) was explained in 
detail in [1] and it is also mentioned for convenience in the next section. 

For evaluating importance of a set s of N measurements (N ~ 2) taken 
together out of Q, Q> N measurements. the generalized expression'to be 
used is thus 

(5) 

The 1r function in N-dimensional feature space is defined in the next section. 
N = 1 (set s consists of one measurement only) corresponds to Equation (4). 

As seen from Equations (4) or (5), it evaluates the importance (reliability) 
of a feature (or a set of features) considering its (their) ability to characterize 
and discriminate only two classes, Cj and Ck • Considering aJl the m classes, 

l ~ . . .. 
.' 
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the average importance of the set s can be computed from 

(FE!);" = L L (FEI)sjkWjWk (6) 
j k 

where 

j,k= 1,2, ... ,m, k*j 

~ and Wk denote the weighting coefficients for the classes Cj and Ck and 
they ensure the provision of unequal weight for the different classes depending 
on their number of occurrences in nx' This is logical in the sense that two 
pairs of classes having equal FEI values cannot contribute equally to the 
(FEI)av value; the pair having more samples (i.e., more probable classes) must 
have' greater contribution or significance. 

3. MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS 

As stated in Section 1, fuzzy measures have been computed here with the 7r 

membership function only. The standard ~ functions to obtain J.1.A(X;) from Xi 
when XE[fl and XE[;,!N are defined here. 

The standard ~ function of Zadeh (7) to obtain J.1.A(X) from X when xElFl 
has the form 

J.1.Ar(x;a,c,a')==J.1.AS(x;a,b,c), x~c (7a) 

::= 1- J.1. AS ( X; c, b ' , a'), X ~ c (7b) 

in the interval [a, a'] with c = (a+ a')/2, b = (a+ c)/2 and b' = (a'+ c)/2. 
b and b' are the cross-over points, i.e., J.1.Ar(b) = J.1.Ar(b') = 0.5, and c in the 
central point at which J.1. A ... = 1. 

J.1. A S is called the standard S function lind is defined as 

J.1.As(x;a,b,c) =0, x~a 

=2[(x-a)/(c-a)]2, a~x~b 

=1-2[(x-c)/(c-a)]2, b~x~c 

= 1, (8) 

in the interval [a, c] with b = (a+ c)/2 such that J.1.As(b) = S(b; a, b, c) = 0.5. 
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Pal and ramanlck ~) de Ined the rund~on when X E ~1 N .as74 

JL Ai ( X; C , A) =2() - II X - ell 1A)
2 

, A12 ~ II X - c II ~ A 

=1-2(lIx- cIl/A)2, o~ II X - c II ~ A12 (9) 

where c is the central point, at which JL = 1 and A is the bandwidth. Equation 
(9) represents the membership function fOf the set of points {x}, xe[}:1N 
clustered around c. The graphical representation of JLi when xE!tf is shown', 
in Figure 1. 

In computing H;j [Equation (4)], the parameters of Equation (7) were 
taken as in [1]: 

c = (X ,) ( 10)q} av 

with 

b = 2c - b' 

0= 2b- c 

d = 2b'- c 

n.lX',C.).) 

1 

0,5 L-------::~ 

oJ.,.::::::::5...c----r 

j' 

Fig. 1. i function when xEI1J 2 
. 
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where (xQ)lIV' (xQj)m[l;J; and (Xq)lIlin denote the mean, maximum, and 
minimum values, respectively. computed along the qth coordinate axis, over 
all the n j samples in Cj • This makes the (xq)av point least ambiguous (i.e., 
H = 0) and the boundary points most ambiguous (i .e., H = 1) as· far as their 
belongingness in Cj is concerned. In computing H;jl<' the classes C) and Ck 

were pooled and the parameters a, b, and c of the 7r function were made to 
correspond to the pooled values ?ver (n j + n A-) samples. 

Similar is the case for Equation (5), where H :· is computed with Equation s
(9) considering 

c = (x .) 
, SJ!l1! 

and 

A= 2 m~x II x~) - ell, i:=12· .... · n ( 11 ). . . } 
I 

where x is an N-dimensional vector and the set s contains N such features. 
(x s)av denotes the mean vector in !n N computed over n j samples in Cj . 

4. STATISTICAL MEASURES FOR FEATURE EVALUATION [2] 

Divergence and JM distances are two widely used measures of scparability 
of a pair of classes in statistical decision theory. For a pair of classes C) and 

C k characterized by normal distributions N(Xj , L j ) and N(X k , L k ) (X and 
L being mean and covariance matrix), the divergence between the classes is 
defined as 

where Tr{ .} denotes trace.
 
The Jeffries-Matusita (JM) distance between Cj and CK is defined as
 

( 13a) 
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where 

0:: = Bhattacharyya distance 

I
 I~ K + r j I/2
 I+ -2
1 

log 1 2 (13b) 
I ~ K 1 / I ~ j I 1/2 • 

The higher the values of djk or Jjk for a feature subset, the greater is its· 

importance as far as separability of classes is concerned. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

The generalized feature evaluation algorithm has been implemented on 

speech and mango leaf data. Details of speech data containing ten-class, 
three-feature vowel and four-class, five-feature plosive consonants are given in 
ou r earlier report [I, 8J. The mango leaf data, on the other hand, have three 
classes with fifteen featurcs. The prohlclll of recognizing the kind (group) of 
mango from its plant-leaf has very 1II1JH11 tant and significant application in 
forestry, agriculture, and horticulture bCCllll'ie buying the plants without know
ing the quality of fruit beforehand means Ilsking a great amount of money. 

First, three formant frequencies Fl' F2 • and FJ, are considered to be the 
measLrements for vowel recognition; the higher formants are dependent on the 
speaker and are not considered for their recognition. For consonants, D..F], 
~F2 (the difference between the initial and final values of first and second 
formants), t:..T (duration), D..F1 /D..T, D..F2 /t:..T (the rate of transition) consti
tute the feature set. The speech units in consonant-vowel-consonant context 
were taken from Telugu (a major Indian language) vocabulary and were 
uttered by three male speakers in the age group 30-35 years. The data set 
consists of 496 vowels and 588 unaspirated plosives. The 15 measurements on 
the mango leaf are namely, area (A), perimeter (Pe), maximum length (L), 
maximum breadth (B), petiole (P), shape index (51), length + petiole (L + P), 

length/petiole (L/P), length/maximum breadth (L/B), (L + P)/B, 
area/length (A / L), A / B, A / Pe, upper midrib/lower midrib, and upper 
Pe flower Pe: The tenus upper and lower are used with respect to maximum 
breadth position. Three types (classes) of mangoes were considered for ex.tract
ing the aforesaid measurements. Leaves were collected over an entire season 
from three mango groves in West Bengal, the largest mango-producing state in 
India. The total number of samples used here is 165. 
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In [1], we presented the urder of importance of individual vowel formants in 

characterizing the classes. For convenience, part of the result is included in 

Figure 2. in whieh the upper, middle, and lower entries correspond to index of 

fuzziness, entropy, and Ir-ness, respectively. or the 10 vowel classes (a, a, i, 

i:, u, U:, e, e:, 0 and 0:), the shorter and longer categories are pooled together 

(since they differ only in duration), resulting in six classes namely, a. a, I, U, 
E, and O. 

The average FEI values for F), F2 , and F J considering all the classes are 

given in Table!. From Table] , the order of average importance of features is 

found to be F2 > F l > F) in characterizing and discriminating all the vowels, 

. This conforms to the vowel diagram (Figure 3) in the F I-F2 plane,. which 

'n 'Iut~! highl!f ov~mll di~crimin:llion 3bili!y Or n j along the r] ,a;\i~ f}, 
being mostly speaker dependent, come.,; last. 

Table 2 shows the FEI values when two features at a time were taken to 
evaluate their combined importance. The F I -F2 comhination is seen from 
Table 2 to be the most important featurc set in discriminating all (except the 

pairs j a, a j and j a, OJ) the class combinations. Now, it is a well established 
fact th;ll the F I-F2 combination is the best characterizing feature for automatic 
vowel recognition. This is again verified here from their average FEI values 

0', I U E a Impor1a nce 

N
,, Code 01 Features2 1 2 2 

2 5 4 "2 1 F.)F.>F,
II 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 Fl)F,)F, 

2 3 F, >F,) Ft 

4- 1 2 2 L. F,) F) F, 
2 2 1 "2 2 5 F) > F,) FtQ: N

2 

"2 2 I 2 1 "2 1 6 F) >F,) F, 
"2 

"2 "2 "2 1 2 
1 "2 "2 "2 I 2 Diagonal c12\L lnlro c loss"2 ,"2 2 I... 2 "2 AmbiguityN"2 Off-diagonal cell: FE I 

I 1 "2 1, 1 "2 "2 1 Lelt triangle:Stondord 
1 "2 2 , ] 3 membership 1unction 

U , 
"2IN 

2 

N
- RighI triangle: A pprox imoled

"2 "2 I "2 I... 
VIUSlon 

"2 "2 1 "2 I...E , Upper entry . :;J
"2 2 "2 5 I "2 

5 Middle entry: H 

2 2 2 1 I... lower enlr y : n - ness 

2 2 2 1 l. 
2 2 "2 1 l. 2 ,N2 

Fig. 2. Order of individual importance of features [ [1. 

0 
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TARLI;: \ 

Average FEl Values 

Feature 

0.1968 
0.1482 
0.2359 

listed in Table 3. Between the F1-F) and F2-F) combinations, the latter one is 
found to be quantitatively more important. This again conforms to the findings 
in Table 1 where F2 ' is seen, on thc ,lvcragc, to be more impol1ant than Fl' 

In our earlier report [1], till' mdt' 1 of individual feature importance for 
plosive recognition did not seem to 1)(,' regular as had been obtained in the case 
of the vowel recognition problem. TI\l~ I esults on the average importance of the 
fcature as indicated by the (FEI)av value and the combined importance of 
different feature subsets provide, on the other hand, a regular behavior and 
better reflection for discrimination (separability) ranking. For example, consid
cring sets of two features, their collective importances are ranked as .6. F], 
AT> A F2 • AF2 /.6. T > .6. F 1, .6. F2 > .6. F .6. F2 / .6. T > .6. T. .6. F2 /.6. T for 

" 

900 

LEGEND 

.. 1 - 2800 0 ) - S 
0 & - 9 
o \0-\(. 
o IS AND ABOv~ 

700 

60 

... 
:r 

~ ~oo 

.... • 
1,.00 

300 

2 0 O~----'-~-:--.&.--':-:'---'--~-'--'--=--.L--:-':-::-'---:-::-':-::---'------c-'-::--::--'--:l.---'---'---L--' 
(,00 /lOa 1000 1100 '(.00 1600 ,?>OO 2000 noD 'HOO 2600 

F IN HI --
2 

Fig. 3. Vowel diagram in F1-F2 plane. 
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TABLE 2
 

FE! Values for Different Feature Pairs
 

Classes FEI for different feature pairs
 

F l -F2 F1-F., F2-F." 
o,a 3.28 2.69 3.95 
0,1 1.46 2.87 1.81 
0, U 2.15 2.46 3.00 
0, E 2.24 3.tH 2.34 
0.0 3.49 3.29 5.54 
a, I 0.64 1.98 1.29 
a,U 1.25 2.35 3.18 
a,E 1.48 3.34 2.31 
a,O 2.03 3.52 5.87 
I, U 0.39 2.90 0.78 
I, E 1.62 3.12 1.92 
1,0 0.44 3.21 1.55 

U,E 0.80 2.17 0.99 
U,O 0.97 2.73 2.72 
E,O 0.77 2.46 1.46 

-.... !II'~~! 

unvoiced p]osives (/k/, /t/, /i/, and /p /) and as 

8 F , lilT> fj, F I , fj, F2 > fj, F
\ 

2 , fj, T > fj, F2 ' fj, F2 / fj, T > ~ T, d F 2 /.6. T 

'~-voiced p[osives (/g/, /d/, /d/, and fbi). 

Refi rring to our earlier analysis based on individual ranking [1] and the work 
of Datta et . [9] on plosive recognition, it was found overall that the features 
tJ"F, and 6 T are most important in characterizing and discriminating different 
plosive sounds. This is exactly what is reflected quantitatively in the present 
study. F nhennore, considering sets of three features, the set (fj, F I ' Ll F2 ; fj, T), 
came out to be the best as expected. 

Table 4 ill strates the FEI values of 15 individual features of mango leaves 
in cla sifying different pairs of classes. Their ranking based on (FEI)8" values 

TABLE 3 

Average FEI Values 

Feature Set (FEW" 

04760 
J 1169 
(I IM)7 
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TAnLB 4 
FEI Values for Mango Leaf Data 

Fealures Diff. Cla~s PaJr5 

C 1,C2 C1.C\ C2 • C~ 

X I Area (A) 2.45 2.25 2.02 
X 2 Perimetcr 2.16 2.IH 2.06 
X) Max.imum length (L) 2.25 2.3 ) I. 87 
X4 Maximum breadth (B) 2.05 1.84 1.99 
X5 Petiole (P) 2.93 3.36 2.01 
X 6 Shape index 2.64 6.00 2.80 
X 7 Length + Petiole 3.00 3.25 1.96 
X s Length/Petiole 1.91 2.65 1.93 
X y Length/Breadlh (L / B) 7.95 H.64 1.75 
X IO (L+ P)/B 3.06 2.99 2.14 

XII Area/Length 2.13 2.20 2.29 
X I2 A/B 2.21 1.70 2.31 
XI) 
X I4 

Area/Perimcter 
Upper Midrib/Lower Midrib 

2.25 
2.00 

1.66 
3.42 

2.41 
3.13 

XI.') Pcri Upper/Lower 2.22 2.70 2.24 

(Table 5) is as follows: 

> X."i> X 6 > X 9 

For funher investigation we have chosen only the first 10 important 
featutes, for the sake of simplicity. Tables 6 and 7 demonstrate the ranking in 
descending order of feature subsets containing two at a time and three at a 
time, respectively. The first five bests are included here only as an illustration. 
The most impo~nt feature subsets (Tables 6 and 7) are seen to contain the 
features X 4 , X g , XII' and XI]' These measurements, according toX 12 • 

their individual capability, are also found to lie within the first six ranks (Table 
5). 

The aforementioned quantitative selection of features conforms to that 
obtained by recognition experiment [10] on the basis of the Bayes classifier. 

The last part of the study consists of comparing the results of the proposed 
algorithm with those of statistical measures, e.g.• divergence and 1M distance· 
[Equations (12) and (13)]. The variation of (FEI)ik' d jk and 1ik with 
interclass distance between Ci and C~ is investigated in this context. Tables 8 
and 9 show their comparative reslJlt~ Wilh distance when the formaf1t pair 
(F1-F2 ) and formant triple (F,-F2-F)) HII' considered as input feature sets, 



TABLE 5 

Average FEI Values 

FC;Jlures 

XI 0.6476 

Xi 0.6042 
X) 0.6221 
X4 0.5490 

X~ 0.8328 
X 6 1. 1254 
X 7 0.8273 
X g 0.<1 j IJR 

X9	 2.0hl2 
o. KI \()X 10 
O.fJlIO 
0.5666 

XII 

X I2 

XI)	 0.5708 
0.7664X 14 

0.67H0XI.~ 

respectively. This part of the study is carried out only for vowel data having 
the maximum number of classes. In these tables, values of I/FEI are included 
so that the higher the value of l/FEI for a feature set s, the greater its ability 
to discriminate classes. All these measures are found to be almost monotoni
cally nondccreasing with interset distances between classes. Two types of 
distance measures are computed here, namely, Mahalanobis (squared) distance 

(14) 

involving dispersion within classes, and mean distance 

n J nA 

Djk = _1_	 ~ ~ d(C i C') ( 15) n n L L )' k 
j ki=l/=l 

TABLE 6 

First Five Ranking of Fealure Subset 

Importance (Rank) Feature Pair 

I X ll-X 12 

2 XIJ-XI~ 
3 X 4-X 1i 

4 X 11 -X 12 
5	 X 12-X l) 
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TABLE 7 

f-irst Five Ranking of Feature Subset 

Importance (Rank) Feature Triple 

I X 4-XS-X I2 

2 Xll-XII-XI2 
3 Xg-X I2-X 13 
4 Xll-XI2-Xl~ 
5 X4-Xll-XI2 

where d( Ci, Ck) is the Euclidean distance between the ith element of Cj and 
the I th element of C k . 

From Tables 8 and 9, it is seen that the variation of 1M distance, unlike lhe 
other two, is smooth but it saturates very fast to its maximum limiting value 
( = 2.0) because the presence of the exponential term in Equation (l3a) gives 
an exponential deereasing weight to increasing separation between classes. In 
other words, after a certain distance between classes is reached, the 1M 
measure is unable to characterize the separability and hence the importance of 
a set of features quantitatively. For a large number of widely separated classes, 
the measures divergence and I/FEI can provide quantitative indices of separa
bility by the features. Again. for the divergence measure, the rate of rise is 

TABLE 8
 

Variation of Different Measures with Interclass Distance
 
(F1-F2 as feature set)
 

JM Mean Maha1anobis 
Classes I/FEI Divergence DisLance Distance Distance 

~.a 0.304 10.32 1.13 265.5 5.206 
~, I 0.681 28.84 1.95 831.9 28.654 
~,U 0.464 31.09 1.91 539. J 23.592 
o,E 0.445 5.95 0.94 525.1 4.699 
~,O 0.286 7.99 1.21 402.1 6.726 
a, I 1.561 148.67 2.00 1036.0 80.876 
a,U 0.798 55.48 2.00 459.0 51.053 
a,E 0.674 59.59 1.84 696.3 17.280 
a,O 0.492 16.65 1.73 300.0 15.551 
I, U 2.518 117.75 2.00 1264.0 78.460 
I, E 0.614 7.05 1.11 430.J 5.738 
1.0 2.231 78.00 2.00 1168. I 61.098 

U,E 1.242 57.68 1.94 . 953.3 24.723 
V,O l.a27 10.77 1.47 219.2 10.369 
E.O 1.296 28.22 1. 73 838.7 14.142 
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TABLE 9
 

Variation of Different Measures with Interclass Distance
 
(F1-FrF) as Feature Set)
 

JM Mean MahaJanobis 

CJasscs IIFEI Divergence Distance Distance Distance 

b.a 0.267 11.57 1.27 373.53 6.151 
C, ] 0.673 38.28 1.96 975.67 31.228 
h.lJ 0.344 33.73 1.92 630.29 23.712 
6.E .425 6.75 1.03 648.56 4.908 
0.0 0.184 10.34 1.38 552.22 8.054 
a,1 0.784 176.46 2.00 1141.64 100.563 
a. U 0.375 58.32 2.00 535.09 53.677 

". E 0.446 64.18 1.86 775.47 17.281 
u.O 0.192 18.69 1.76 440.56 15.g73 
LU 1.226 180.95 2.00 1332.27 84.506 
1. E 0.524 11.14 1.23 536.81 5.794 
1,0 0.653 128.34 2.00 1232.94 65.931 

U.E 0.997 76.41 1.95 1004.57 25.773 
u.a 0.392 11.52 1.48 370.14 10.430 
E.O 0.700 35.15 1.7<; 900.36 15.141 

very hi ,h at larger distances (for example, the I ise in the divergence value 
from 117.7 0 148. 7 with a small increase in distance from 78.46 to 80.876). 
This means that the separability' measure increases significantly wilh little 
further in ease in distance for widely separated classes. This is also intuitively -- u appeali g in practice in the sense that the probability of correct classification 
sbould c ange slightly with a small change in class separability if we want to 
use d j a a ind'cation of how successfully patterns in the classes Cj and C k 

can be. mutually correctly classified. Similar findings were also observed for 
Landsat imagery data [11] while evaluating the importance of different bands 
(features) for cia s.ification. 

6. o CLU'10 AND DISCUSSION 

A fuu.y 'et theoretic algorithm for evaluating importance of a set of features 
in characterizing and discriminating different classes in pattern recognition 
problems is de ri . Among the various measures of fuzziness of a set, the 
measure entropy is used, as an example, to minimize intraset ambiguity and to 
maximize int rset ambiguity in feature space. These were impleme ted with a 
generalised i function that assigns the degree of belonging of a pattern to a 
class. 

The automat'c ranking of features obtained for speech recognition and 
mango variety classification is found to be very satisfactory. For plosive 
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recognition, in particular, the index value provides a regular behavior in 
feature importance that was Jacking in earlier work [I] on determining 
individual importance. Out of 15 measurements of mango leaves, a set of 4 to 
5 features turned out to be consistently good by any kind of subset evaluation. 

The proposed measure I/FEI and the Statistical measures d jk and Jjk are 
all found to increase with interset distance; thus providing a measure of 
separability and an indication of how successfully patterns in two classes can 
be correctly classified. Jjk saturates quickly. whereas the d Jk measures have a 
significant increase for a small increase in distance when the classes are widely 
separated. 

The author wishes to thank Mr. Ashish Ghosh jor doing the computer program
ming, Mr. T. Das and Mrs. S. De Bhowmick jor typing the mCJnuscript, Prof. S. K. 
Sen, Axriculture Department, Calcutta University, jor providing data, and Projessor 
D.	 Dutta Majumder jor his interest ill tlli.... work. 
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